This paper establishes a maximum principle for quasi-linear reflected backward stochastic partial differential equations (RBSPDEs for short). We prove the existence and uniqueness of the weak solution to RBSPDEs allowing for non-zero Dirichlet boundary conditions and, using a stochastic version of De Giorgi's iteration, establish the maximum principle for RBSPDEs on a general domain. The maximum principle for RBSPDEs on a bounded domain and the maximum principle for backward stochastic partial differential equations (BSPDEs for short) on a general domain can be obtained as byproducts. Finally, the local behavior of the weak solutions is considered.
Introduction
Let (Ω, F , P) be a complete probability space carrying a standard m-dimensional Brownian motion W = {W t , t ≥ 0}. Let (F t ) t≥0 be the natural filtration generated by W, augmented by the P-null sets in F . In this paper, we establish a maximum principle for weak solutions to the reflected backward stochastic partial differential equation (RBSPDE)
−du(t, x) = [∂ j (a ij ∂ i u(t, x) + σ jr v r (t, x)) + f (t, x, u(t, x), ∇u(t, x), v(t, x)) + ∇ · g(t, x, u(t, x), ∇u(t, x), v(t, x))] dt + µ(dt, x) − v r (t, x)dW r t , (t, x) ∈ Q := [0, T ] × O, u(T, x) = G(x), x ∈ O, u(t, x) ≥ ξ(t, x) dt × dx × dP − a.e., Q (u(t, x) − ξ(t, x))µ(dt, dx) = 0, (1.1) with general Dirichlet boundary conditions. Here and in what follows, the usual summation convention is applied, ξ is a given stochastic process defined on (Ω, F , (F t ) t≥0 , P), called the obstacle process, T ∈ (0, ∞) is a deterministic terminal time, O ⊂ R n is a possibly unbounded domain, ∂ j u = ∇ = (∂ 1 , · · · , ∂ d ) denotes the gradient operator. A solution to the RBSPDE is a random triple (u, v, µ) defined on Ω × [0, T ] × R n such that (1.1) holds in a suitable sense.
Since the introduction by Bensoussan [2] backward stochastic partial differential equations (BSPDEs) have been extensively investigated in the probability and stochastic control literature. They naturally arise in many applications, for instance as stochastic Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equations associated with non-Markovian control problems [11] , as adjoint equations of the Duncan-Mortensen-Zakai equaltion in nonlinear filtering [17] and as adjoint equations in stochastic control problems when formulating stochastic maximum principles [2] . BSPDEs with singular terminal conditions arise in non-Markovian models for financial mathematics to describe optimal trading in illiquid financial markets [9] .
Reflected BSPDEs arise as the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation for the optimal stopping problem of stochastic differential equations with random coefficients [3, 16] , and as the adjoint equations for the maximum principle of Pontryagin type in singular control problems of stochastic partial differential equations in, e.g. [10] Existence and uniqueness of solutions results for reflected PDEs and SPDEs have been established by many authors. Pierre [12, 13] has studied parabolic PDEs with obstacles using parabolic potentials. Using methods and techniques from parabolic potential theory Denis, Matoussi and Zhang [7] proved existence and uniqueness of solutions results for quasi-linear SPDEs driven by infinite dimensional Brownian motion. More recently, Qiu and Wei [16] established a general theory of existence and uniqueness of solution for a class of quasi-linear RBSPDEs, which includes the classical results on obstacle problems for deterministic parabolic PDEs as special cases.
Adapting Moser's iteration scheme to the nonlinear case Aronson and Serrin [1] proved the maximum principle and local bounds of weak solutions for deterministic quasi-linear parabolic equations on bounded domains. Their method was extended by Denis, Matoussi, and Stoica [5] to the stochastic case, obtaining an L p a priori estimate for the uniform norm of the solution of the stochastic quasi-linear parabolic equation with null Dirichlet condition, and further adapted by Denis, Matoussi, and Stoica [6] to local solutions. Later, Denis, Matoussi, and Zhang [8] established L p estimates for the uniform norm in time and space of weak solutions to reflected quasi-linear SPDEs along with a maximum principle for local solutions using a stochastic version of Moser's iteration scheme. Recently, Qiu and Tang [15] used the De Giorgi's iteration scheme, a technique that also works for degenerate parabolic equations, to establish a local and global maximum principle for weak solutions of BSPDEs without reflection. To the best of our knowledge a maximum principle for reflected BSPDEs has not yet been established in the literature.
In this paper we establish a maximum principle for reflected BSPDEs on possibly unbounded domains; a maximum principle and a comparison principle for BSPDEs on general domains, a maximum principle for RBSPDEs on bounded domains and a local maximum principle for RBSPDEs are obtained as well. Due to the obstacle, the maximum principle for RBSPDE is not a direct extension of that for BSPDE in [15] . Our proofs rely on a stochastic version of De Giorgi's iteration scheme that does not depend on the Lebesgue measure of the domain; this extends the scheme in [15] that only applies to bounded domains. Our iteration scheme requires an almost sure representation of the L 2 norm of the positive part of the of the weak solution of RBSPDEs. This, in turn requires generalizing the Itô's formula for weak solutions to BSPDEs established in [15] and [16] to the positive part of weak solutions.
It is worth pointing out that by contrast to L p estimates (p ∈ (2, ∞)) for the time and space maximal norm of weak solutions to forward SPDEs or related obstacle problems as established in [5, 8, 14] , our estimate for weak solutions is uniform with respect to w ∈ Ω and hence establishes an L ∞ estimate. This distinction comes from the essential difference between BSPDEs and forward SPDEs: the noise term in the former endogenously originates from martingale representation and is hence governed by the coefficients, while the latter is fully exogenous, which prevents any L ∞ estimate for forward SPDEs.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we list some notations and the standing assumptions on the parameters of the RBSPDE (1.1). The existence and uniqueness of weak solution to the RBSPDE (1.1) is presented in Section 3. In Sections 4, we establish the maximum principle for the RBSPDE (1.1) on a general domain as well as the maximum principles for RBSPDEs on a bounded domain and BSPDEs on a general domain. The local behavior of the weak solutions to (1.1) is also considered. Finally, we list in the appendix some useful lemmas, the frequently used Itô formulas and some definitions related to the stochastic regular measure.
Preliminaries and standing assumptions
For an arbitrary domain Π in some Euclidean space, let C ∞ 0 (Π) be the class of infinitely differentiable functions with compact support in Π, and L 2 (Π) be the usual square integrable space on Π with the
where Z is the set of all the integers, let H k,p (Π) be the usual k-th order Sobolev space. For convenience, when Π = O, we write ·, · and
Denote by L ∞,p (Π t ) the subspace of H 0,p
Let V 2 (Π t ) be the class of all u ∈ H 1,2
Standing Assumption. We assume throughout that the coefficients and the obstacle process of the RBSPDE (1.1) satisfy the following conditions. Denote by F the σ-algebra generated by all predictable sets on Ω × [0, T ] associated with (F t ) t≥0 .
(A 1 ) The random functions
(A 2 ) The coefficients a and σ are F ⊗ B(O)-measurable and there exist positive constants ̺ > 1, λ and Λ such that for each η ∈ R n and (ω, t,
and for some p > max{n + 2, 2 + 4/n}, one has
(A 4 ) The obstacle process ξ is almost surely quasi-continuous (see Appendix for the definition) on Q and there exists a processξ such that ξ ≤ξ ds × dx × dP-a.e., whereξ ∈ V 2,0 (Q) together with somê
with the random functionsf ,ĝ andĜ satisfyinĝ
The function x → g(·, ·, ·, x, 0, 0) is uniformly Lipschitz continuous in norm:
Remark 2.1. While the assumptions (A 1 − A 4 ) are standard for the existence and uniqueness of solution, the assumption A 5 is required for the iteration scheme for proof of the maximum principle in Theorem 4.1 below, which follows easily from (A 1 ) when the domain is bounded.
For the index p specified in (A 3 ) and t ∈ [0, T ], define the functional A p and B 2 as follows:
and
In Sections 3 and 4, we will repeatedly use the Young inequality of the form
3 Existence and uniqueness of weak solution to RBSPDE (1.1)
In this section we prove an existence and uniqueness of weak solutions result for the RBSPDE (1.1) along with a strong norm estimate. The difficulty in defining weak solutions to the RBSPDE (1.1) is the random measure µ. It is typically a local time so the Skorokhod condition Q (u − ξ) µ(dt, dx) = 0 might not make sense. To give a rigorous meaning to the integral condition, the theory of parabolic potential and capacity introduced by [12, 13] was generalized by [16] to a backward stochastic framework. We recall the definition of quasi continuity and stochastic regular measures in Appendix B.
Definition 3.1. The triple (u, v, µ) is called a weak solution to the RBSPDE (1.1) if:
and µ is a stochastic regular measure;
(2) the RBSPDE (1.1) holds in the weak sense, i.e., for each ϕ ∈ C
(3) u admits a quasi-continuous versionũ such thatũ ≥ ξ ds × dx × dP a.e. and
We denote by U(ξ, f, g, G) the set of all the weak solutions of the RBSPDE (1.1) associated with the obstacle process ξ, the terminal condition G, and the coefficients f and g. Further, U(−∞, f, g, G) is the set of solutions when there is no obstacle, i.e., U(−∞, f, g, G) is the set of solution pairs (u, v) to the associated BSPDE with terminal condition G and coefficients f and g.
The following theorem guarantees the existence and uniqueness of weak solutions in the sense of Definition 3.1. The arguments for the norm estimate also apply to Lemma 4.3 below, which is needed for the proof of our maximum principle. 
where the positive constant C only depends on the constants λ, ̺, κ, β, L and T .
Proof. It has been shown in [16, Theorem 4.12 ] that the RBSPDE (1.1) admits a unique solution (u, v, µ) satisfying the zero Dirichlet condition u| ∂O = 0 and that this solutions satisfies the integrability condition
Hence, we only need to prove the estimate (3.2). To this end, notice first that
Thus for each t ∈ [0, T ], Proposition A.4 yields almost surely,
Applying assumption (A 2 ) and (2.2), one has
By assumptions (A 1 ) and (A 3 ) and the estimate (2.2) it holds for each ǫ > 0 and θ > 0 that:
In view of (2.2) it further holds for each ǫ 1 > 0 that:
and by the Hölder inequality one has that:
In addition,
Summing up the estimates I 1 -I 4 and taking the supremum w.r.t. (ω, s) ∈ Ω × [t, T ] on both sides we arrive at:
By assumption (A 2 ) we can choose θ > ̺ ′ such that λ − κ − βθ > 0, and θ > ̺ ′ also implies 1 ̺ + 1 θ < 1. Now taking ǫ and ǫ 1 small enough such that λ − κ − βθ − 6ǫ − 2ǫ 1 > 0 and
(3.5)
Sinceξ| ∂O = 0, we can apply Proposition A.4 to ξ (t) 2 . Starting from (3.3), using similar estimates,
where C only depends on λ, β, κ, ̺, L and T . The estimate (3.5) together with (3.6) yields (3.2).
With the same notation as in Theorem 3.2, we can relax the zero Dirichlet boundary condition in Theorem 3.2 by assuming u| ∂O =ũ| ∂O for some (ũ,ṽ) ∈ U(−∞,f ,g,G) where the coefficients a, σ,f ,g andG satisfy (A 2 ) and (A 3 ) respectively, andf andg do not depend onũ, ∇ũ andṽ. Assume further that ξ | ∂O ≤ũ| ∂O and putξ :=ξ −ũ. Then, (ξ,v) ∈ U(−∞,f ,ḡ,Ḡ), wherev =v −ṽ,f =f −f ,ḡ =ĝ −g and
and the maximum principle in Lemma 4.4 yieldsξ ≥ξ −ũ ≥ ξ −ũ. Therefore, our RBSPDE (1.1) is equivalent to the following one but with zero-Dirichlet condition:
By Theorem 3.2, there is a unique solution u −ũ to the RBSPDE (3.7) satisfying zero-Dirichlet condition. In this way, Theorem 3.2 extends to RBSPDEs with general Dirichlet conditions.
Maximum Principle for RBSPDE
In this section we state and prove our maximum principles for RBSPDEs. We start with a global maximum principle on general domains, which states that the weak solution u is bounded on the whole domain if it is bounded on the parabolic boundary. Subsequently we analyze the local behavior of u ± when u is not necessarily bounded on the parabolic boundary.
Global Case
This section establishes a maximum principle for the RBSPDE (1.1) on a general domain O. Since the Lebesgue measure of O might not be bounded, the scheme in [15] cannot be applied. Instead, motivated by [14] , we use a stochastic De Girogi's scheme that is independent of the measure of the domain. In what follows
where the constant C depends only on λ, κ, β, L, ̺, T , p and n.
(2) If all conditions in (1) hold except assumption (A 5 ) is changed to g(t, x, r, 0, 0) = g(t, x, 0, 0) and f (t, x, r, 0, 0) is non-increasing w.r.t. r, (4.1)
, where C depends on λ, κ, β, L, ̺, n, p and T .
Proof. We only consider the estimate for the positive part u + . The one for the negative part u − follows analogously. Further, we may w.l.o.g. assume that f (t, x, r, 0, 0) is non-increasing in r. Otherwise, the desired maximum principle can be derived from the maximum principle for the RBSPDE
Lt ξ(t, x) and
For a positive constant k to be determined later and each m ∈ N 0 , letk m = k(1 − 2 −m ) and k m =k m +k. By Theorem A.5, for m ≥ 1,
where
All terms in (4.2) are well defined. In particular, the stochastic integral is in fact a martingale. Taking conditional expectations on both sides w.r.t. F t yields the following estimates for the remaining terms. Similar estimates as for I 1 in the proof of Theorem 3.2 yield,
By analogy to the estimate of I 2 , for each ǫ > 0 and θ > 0, we have that
By (4.5) and (A 5 ) it holds that:
Combining (4.4) and (4.6), we see that
For
(4.8)
By (4.5) again, we have
Therefore, by (4.8) and (4.9) we conclude
Finally, note that
Combining the above estimates, we get
From this it is straightforward to see that 
Gronwall's inequality yields that
, it follows from (4.11) that
Therefore, Lemma A.1 can be applied to get lim m→∞ a m = 0. Along with the above estimates for k this implies that 
where C depends on λ, κ, β, L, ̺, T , p and n.
(2) For each t ∈ [0, T ], let k ≥ esssup (ω,t,x)∈Ω×∂pOt u + + esssup (ω,t,x)∈Ω×Otξ + . By Theorem A.5 we obtain
For every k > l ≥ esssup (ω,t,x)∈Ω×∂pOt u + + esssup (ω,t,x)∈Ω×Otξ + , we get
which implies
By the assumptions on g and f , and using the same arguments in (4.3), (4.4) and (4.6)-(4.11) we obtain that
, where C depends on λ, κ, β, L, ̺, T and n. By setting φ(k) := (u − k) 
If we define
and so Lemma 4.3(2) yields esssup (ω,t,x)∈Ω×Ot u + ≤esssup (ω,t,x)∈Ω×∂pOt u + + esssup (ω,t,x)∈Ω×Otξ
where C depends on λ, κ, β, L, ̺, n, p and T . Therefore (4.15) and (4.19) yield
When the domain O is bounded, · 0,2;Q can be bounded by · 0,p;Q and · 0, 
where the constant C depends only on λ, κ, β, L, ̺, T , p, n and |O|. 
where C depends on λ, κ, β, L, ̺, T , p, n, and |O|. 
where C depends on λ, κ, β, L, ̺ and T .
(2) Under the same conditions as in Theorem 4.1(2), for each t ∈ [0, T ] and k ≥ esssup (ω,t,x)∈Ω×∂pOt u + + esssup (ω,t,x)∈Ω×Otξ + and we have
Proof.
(1) As in the proof of Theorem 4.1, we may assume w.l.o.g that f (t, x, r, 0, 0) is non-increasing in r. For k ≥ esssup (ω,t,x)∈Ω×∂pOt u + + esssup (ω,t,x)∈Ω×Otξ + , we have
Applying Theorem A.5, we have + and v, respectively; K 2 can be estimated as I 2 , withoutĝ (because we now have no obstacle process involved in), and u −ξ and g j (s, x, u, ∇u, v) being replaced by (u − k) + and g j,k s, x, (u − k) + (s), ∇u(s), v k (s) , respectively and the estimate for K 3 is similar to that for I 3 , withoutf and u −ξ and f (s, x, u, ∇u, v) being replaced by (u − k) + and f k s, x, (u − k) + , ∇u, v k , respectively. Finally, by (A 5 ), g k 0 0,2;Ot can be estimated by g 0 0,2;Ot + Lk. This yields the desired result.
(2) The proof is the same as that of (1) if we note that g k 0 0,2;Ot = g 0 0,2;Ot by assumption.
The following lemma establishes the maximum principle for quasi-linear BSPDE on general domains. Lemma 4.4. Let (u, v) be a weak solution to the following quasi-linear BSPDE 
where C depends on λ, κ, β, L, ̺, T , p and n; 
where C depends on λ, κ, β, L, ̺, n, p and T.
Proof. In terms ofk = esssup (ω,t,x)∈Ω×∂pOt u + the assertion follows by establishing estimates analogous to (4.3)-(4.13) and Lemma 4.3(1).
The proceeding lemmas allow us to establish the comparison principle for the quasi-linear BSPDE on a general domain.
Corollary 4.5. Let (u i , v i ) be solutions to the quasi-linear BSPDE (4.17) with parameters (f i , g, G i , a, σ) respectively, i = 1, 2. Suppose that assumptions in Lemma 4.4 hold and that (u 1 − u 2 )
is a solution to the quasi-linear BSPDE (4.17) with parameters (f , g, G, a, σ), where 
Local Behavior of the Random Field u

±
The global maximum principle in Theorem 4.1 tells us that if the random field u ± is bounded on the parabolic boundary, it must be bounded in the whole domain. This section studies the local behavior of u ± when it is not necessarily bounded on the parabolic boundary. 
where by A ⊂⊂ B we mean the closureĀ ⊆ B.
We modify the definition of backward stochastic parabolic De Giorgi class in [15] as follows.
Definition 4.7. We say a function u ∈ V 2,0 (Q) belongs to a backward stochastic parabolic De Giorgi class BSP DG ± (a 0 , b 0 , k 0 , η; δ, Q) with
, each cut-off function ζ on Q ρ,τ and for each k ≥ k 0 , we have
Here, we take ( 
where For the solution to the RBSPDE (1.1), we further have the following result.
, g 0 ; Q δ ) and b 0 depending on λ, κ, β, ̺, Λ, L, n and p.
Proof. First we generalize the Itô formula to a local case for the RBSPDE (1.1). For each cut-off function ζ on Q ρ,τ with (ρ, τ ) ∈ (0, δ] × (0, δ 2 ], we can choose a sequence of smooth functions {ζ m } ⊂ C ∞ 0 (Q ρ,τ ) such that ζ m and its gradients w.r.t. s and x converge uniformly to ζ and its gradient, respectively, as m → ∞.
where v r,k := v r 1 {u>k} .
Thus, by letting m → ∞ and the dominated convergence theorem, we can get
Taking conditional expectation, we obtain
, the last term on the right hand side of (4.21) vanishes. Hence, starting from (4.21), we derive the desired result in a similar way to [15, Proposition 5.6] . 
with C depending on λ, κ, ̺, Λ, n and p. Hence, further by Lemmas 4.8 and 4.9, we obtain finally the local behavior of weak solutions to the RBSPDE (1.1). Given
where C is a positive constant depending on λ, κ, β, ̺, Λ, L, n and p.
A Auxiliary lemmas and Itô's Formulas
This subsection states some useful lemmas and Itô formulas, which have been frequently used. The first lemma and corollary are from [4] .
Lemma A.1. Let {a k , k ∈ N} be a sequence of nonnegative numbers satisfying
where b > 1, δ > 0 and C 0 is a positive constant. Then, if a 0 ≤ θ 0 := C
Corollary A.2. Let φ : [r 0 , ∞] → R + be a nonnegative and decreasing function. Assume there exist constants C 1 > 0, α > 0 and ς > 1 such that for any r 0 < r < l,
The following embedding lemma is from [15] .
where C only depends on n.
Now, we are going to present the Itô formulas, which have been frequently used in the main text. We assume that Φ is a function that satisfies the following properties:
(1) Φ ∈ C(R + × R n × R → R) and ∂ t Φ(t, x, u), Φ ′ (t, x, u), Φ ′′ (t, x, u) and ∂ j Φ ′ (t, x, u), j = 1, 2, · · · , n exist and are continuous;
Suppose that the following BSPDE
holds in the weak sense where (u, v) ∈ V 2 (Q) × M 0,2 (Q), µ is a stochastic regular measure,f ,ḡ and G satisfy (A 3 ), a and σ satisfy (A 2 ).
When Φ is independent of x, i.e., Φ(t, x, u) = Φ(t, u), the first Itô formula is from [16, Theorem 3.10 
Moreover, |(u 
By (A.4) and the properties (2) and (4) of Φ, there holds dt × dx × dP a.e. that
By property (4) of Φ, there holds dt × dx × dP a.e. that by [12, 13] was generalized by [16] to a backward stochastic framework. This subsection recalls the notion of quasi continuity and stochastic regular measure, which are repeatedly used in the main text and in the proof of Theorem A.5. Moreover, spaces used in the proof of Theorem A.5 are also presented.
First some spaces are introduced. Denote by H 1 0 (O) the first order Sobolev space vanishing on the boundary ∂O equipped with the norm υ Set W = {υ ∈ L 2 (0, T ; H Definition B.1. We denote by P the set of parabolic potentials, which is the class of υ ∈ K such that Denote by C(Q) the class of continuously differentiable functions in Q with compact support. By the Hahn-Banach theorem and because C(Q) ∩ W T is dense in C(Q), parabolic potentials can be represented by associated Radon measures. This leads to the following proposition, due to Pierre [13] . Denote by P 0 the class of υ ∈ P such that υ is quasi-continuous and υ(0) = 0 in L 2 . Each element υ ∈ P 0 is called a regular potential and the associated Radon measure in Definition B.2 is called a regular measure. Furthermore, let L 0 (K) be the class of the measurable maps from (Ω, F T ) to K, such that each element υ ∈ L 0 (K) is an L 2 valued adapted process. L 0 (P) and L 0 (P 0 ) are similarly defined as L 0 (K). Moreover, set
The stochastic parabolic potential is defined as
endowed with the norm u L 2 (P) = u L 2 (K) .
In addition, we define the stochastic regular parabolic potential as
and the associated random Radon measure is called a stochastic regular measure.
